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International Land Conservation Network

To connect organizations and people 
around the world that are accelerating 
voluntary private and civic sector action 
that protects and stewards land and 
water resources.

Photo: Nature Conservancy of 
Canada
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The Global Private Land Conservation Movement
• Identified, to date, over 2,000 organizations in over 120 countries and 

territories

• Widely diverse, from small volunteer to large professional groups

• Interest in networking is genuine and widespread
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Four key roles:
1. Convening our community of practice, 

both virtually and in person

2. Disseminating ideas, cases, and tools 
and providing training opportunities in 
four key areas:
a. Financing conservation

b. Law and Policy

c. Organization/Administration

d. Management and Stewardship

3. Promoting partnerships & 
collaborations

4. Raising awareness of the critical role
of private and civic land conservation 
in safeguarding natural resources.

Photo: Nature Conservancy of 
Canada
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Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)
Aichi Biodiversity Targets

Target 11:

By 2020, at least 17 per cent of terrestrial and inland water, and 
10 per cent of coastal and marine areas, especially areas of 
particular importance for biodiversity and ecosystem services, are 
conserved through effectively and equitably managed, ecologically 
representative and well connected systems of protected areas and 
other effective area-based conservation measures, and integrated 
into the wider landscapes and seascapes.
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IUCN World Conservation Congress Hawaii 
Resolution 037 – Supporting privately protected 
areas “

ENCOURAGES IUCN State Members: 
a. to adopt policies that recognise, encourage, and monitor privately protected 

areas as a key contribution to national and international conservation targets, 
and also to implement mechanisms to integrate privately protected areas into 
national, provincial and local protected area systems; 

b. to create or promote legal and financial incentives, including through legal 
reform as appropriate, for the maintenance and strengthening of privately 
protected areas, particularly in countries where restrictions and/or ambiguity in 
national legislation exist; and 

c. to work alongside civil society organisations to establish in the public agenda 
the importance of the voluntary conservation of private land, based on the 
concept of subsidiarity of the private, non-governmental sector in national 
conservation policies; and 

REQUESTS the United Nations Environment Programme’s World Conservation 
Monitoring Centre (UNEP-WCMC) to support governments and other data providers 
in the inclusion of information about privately protected areas within the WDPA.”
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Why does private land conservation matter?

• Governments can’t conserve critical lands on their own
– Lack of political will
– Decreasing public funds for conservation

• Large landscapes are a mosaic of public, private, and other 
forms of ownership

• Climate change
– Mitigation and adaptation

• Water quality and quantity
• Loss of biodiversity

– Species, habitats, 
and corridors
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Shared Challenges

• Climate change
• Political climate
• Energy and transportation 

infrastructure
• Inter-generational land transfer 

and land subdivision
• Funding for permanent 

maintenance/ stewardship
• Challenges to 

easements/covenants/servitudes
• Lack of public awareness/ 

connection to land
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The US Context

Land Trust
A nonprofit organization that, as all 
or part of its mission, actively 
works to conserve land by:

- Fee simple acquisition
- Conservation easements 

- Stewarding/managing land (for 
example through leases or 
concessions)

As of 2015, 56 million acres are 
conserved by state, local, and 
national land trusts.
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The need for private land conservation

~60% of land in U.S. is privately owned

Limits to federal/state/local acquisitions:

o Budget limitations (operating and 
capital)

o Opposition from some groups

o Lack of willing sellers 

Conservation ethic:

o Heritage and pride

o Freedom and private property

o Stewardship and love of the land
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Land Trust Alliance Census Results

• 56 million acres are conserved by 
state, local, and national land 
trusts

– 15% owned

– 30% under easement
– 23% acquired and reconveyed

– 32% protected by other means

• >6 million visitors to land trust 
properties in 2015

– 47% of land owned by land 
trusts allow for public access

• >8,000 full- and part-time staff

• >207,000 active volunteers

• 4.6 million members and financial 
supporters

• Top priorities:

– Important natural areas or 
wildlife habitats

– Water quality, including 

wetlands

– Working farms or ranchlands
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• Attitudes towards private property rights 
v. government regulatory powers provides 
the context for the success of private land 
conservation in the US

• Land is under pressure in many parts of 
the US – from commercial, residential and 
industrial development, intensive 
agricultural uses etc.

• The US is a common law country, so the 
idea of property rights as a “bundle of 
sticks” was already present as a legal 
context. The Uniform Conservation 
Easement Act (1981) helped accelerate 
the use of easements  by removing any 
uncertainty about the use of traditional 
easements for conservation purposes.

WHY HAVE EASEMENTS BEEN SO SUCCESSFUL IN THE US?
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• Availability of a federal income 
tax deduction (available in some 
states as well) has provided 
significant financial incentives for 
the donation of easements

• The land trust sector increased 
its capacity to meet the need for 
“qualified organizations” to hold 
easements. The Land Trust 
Alliance (1982) supported the 
creation of a strong land trust 
community

• Easements are flexible tools that 
have enabled landowners to 
retain ownership while protecting 
their land in perpetuity, and 
obtaining tax benefits (income, 
property and estate)

WHY HAVE EASEMENTS BEEN SO SUCCESSFUL IN THE US? (cont):
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PUBLIC BENEFITS OF 
CONSERVATION EASEMENTS

• protect areas of significant biodiversity 
• contribute to improved water quality and 

protect aquifers and watersheds. 
• protect a community's scenic beauty, 

vistas and open space by keeping 
landscapes free of sprawl

• keep landscapes in traditional uses, such 
as farming and ranching

• buffer national parks and other public 
lands, keeping development away from 
boundaries, preserving scenic entrances 
and giving wildlife habitat an "overflow" 
outlet onto private land

Usually at less cost…..

BENEFITS OF CONSERVATION 
EASEMENTS TO LANDOWNERS 

• allows property to remain in private hands and 
may be more aligned with the US private 
property ethic/heritage

• protects lands and waters from inappropriate 
development beyond their lifetimes (and if the 
easement is purchased, it allows for 
monetizing the land asset without having to 
sell it)

• may qualify for income, estate and property 
tax savings. 

– These benefits may mean that 
landowners can more easily afford to 
pass on land to their children and 
grandchildren, because by removing the 
land's development potential, an 
easement may lower the property's 
market value, which in turn can lower 
estate taxes. 

IN SUMMARY:
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Typical Restrictions/Requirements in/of Conservation Easements:

§ No or limited subdivision.

§ Limit on development or additional building. A landowner may reserve several homesites for 
present and future use.

§ No commercial or industrial uses other than ranching, farming, lodging, and cottage 
industry.

§ No/limited separation of water rights from property, or no separation of those rights 
necessary to support conservation values.

§ Management of agriculture or forestry uses through management plans.

§ A cash donation to the land trust as an endowment for monitoring and enforcement of the 
conservation easement is usually part of the transaction.
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GOING DEEPER INTO IRC� 170(h):
A landowner donating a conservation easement is eligible for a federal charitable income tax 
deduction only if the easement is:

• a restriction on the use which may be made of the real property

• granted to a “qualified organization” which must be a qualified, tax-exempt 501(c)(3) 
charitable organization, which must generally be in the land conservation field or have a 
mission of land conservation; or a governmental entity; and with the resources and 
commitment to protect the conservation values of the gift in perpetuity.

• exclusively for conservation purposes

• The four “conservation purposes” for which a tax-deductible easement can be donated are

– The preservation of land for outdoor recreation or education for substantial and regular 
use for the public;

– The protection of the natural habitat of fish, wildlife or plants;

– The preservation of open space, including farmland and forestland, where such 
preservation is for the scenic enjoyment of the general public or is pursuant to a clearly 
delineated governmental conservation policy and will yield a significant public benefit; 
and

– The preservation of historically important land or a certified historic structure.

Congress also specified that a contribution shall not be treated as “exclusively for conservation 
purposes” unless the conservation purpose is “protected in perpetuity.”
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Tax Benefit: an example…

Landowner who earns $50,000/year donated a $1 million 
conservation easement

• Prior to 2015 - $15,000 deduction (30% of income) for the year of the donation 
and for an additional five years
– Total of $90,000 in tax deductions

• Now - $25,000 deduction (50% of income) for the year of the donation and for 
each of an additional 15 years
– Total of $400,000 in tax deductions. 

• If the landowner is a farmer or rancher, he or she can deduct $50,000 (100% of 
income) in the first year and then for each of the following 15 years

– Total of maximum of $800,000 in deductions
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NATIONAL CONSERVATION EASEMENT DATABASE
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NECD Mapping Application
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Summary of Key Growth 
Factors for Private Land 
Conservation in the US

• Uniform Conservation 
Easement Act of 1981

• Charitable contribution tax 
deductions (IRC 170(h)) 

• Land Trust Alliance (1982)
• Creation of land trusts 

accelerates
• Philanthropy and public 

funding increase
• Easement acres significantly 

exceed fee acquisitions
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What we have learned in the US after almost 40 years….

• Perpetuity is a long time – strong and stable organizations with sufficient 
resources are necessary

• What happens when circumstances change? Can easements be amended?
• Ensuring public benefit

• Misuse/fraud – appraisal irregularities, syndications etc.
• The overwhelming importance of stewardship and monitoring – it starts with a 

good baseline report and continues with annual monitoring. Perpetuity costs 
money!

• Cost of enforcement actions - TerraFirma
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Ensuring the public trust
Fulfilling the promise of perpetuity

For land, for people, for wildlife - forever


